Submit your article to this journal To the Editor, in tumor delineation studies for radiotherapy, histopathology is used for validation purposes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Validation of tumor delineation is a complex procedure and relatively few studies have been performed in the research field of head-and-neck cancer [3, 5, 8] . in these studies, whole mount sections of laryngectomy specimens were obtained. The tumor was delineated by a pathologist and used to validate various imaging modalities, e.g. computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRi), and positron emission tomography (PET) for their ability to distinguish tumor tissue. For the interpretation of validation studies, the variation of tumor outline on histopathology is crucial, as it is used as gold standard for tumor delineation in clinical imaging studies as currently performed by our institute [3, 5, 9] . However, a study on the reproducibility of tumor outline is missing. The aim of this study is to determine the variation of tumor delineation among pathologists on H&E-sections for laryngeal and hypopharyngeal carcinoma to quantify the uncertainties in the gold standard in the context of imaging validation studies for laryngeal and hypopharyngeal carcinoma.
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Material and methods
Ten patients were randomly selected from a database of 22 patients enrolled in the imaging-validation study performed at our institute [3] . This study was approved by the Ethics committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht, the Netherlands and informed Consent was given by the patients included in this study.
All tumors from patients selected for this study were T3 or T4 squamous cell carcinoma of the larynx or hypopharynx, eligible for surgical resection (Table i) .
Three dedicated head-and-neck pathologists manually delineated carcinomatous tissue on the whole mount hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained sections. Overlap and distance analyses were performed.
Delineation on H&E-sections
H&E-sections were obtained from whole mount sections of the laryngectomy-specimens according to the procedure used in our imaging-validation study. The sets of H&E-sections of the whole specimens of 10 patients consisted of in total 279 H&E-sections. The interval between the H&E-sections obtained from the specimens was 3 mm. Three head-and-neck pathologists from different institutions independently delineated tumor tissue on the H&E-sections using a permanent marker pen. The pathologists were blinded to each others' results. One pathologist used magnifying glasses and a light microscope for areas of doubt. The other two pathologists used a light microscope. No guidelines for specific magnifications and settings were given. The observers were instructed to manually draw a line around the tumor tissue on the H&E-sections including cartilage invasion but excluding any positive lymph nodes. After delineation, the sections, including the tumor outlines, were scanned at 300 dpi resolution. For separate digitization of the lines drawn by the pathologist an in-house developed software package [10] , used in clinical radiotherapy practice, was applied to manually trace the tumor outline by a researcher. The digitized lines were then projected on scanned H&E-sections without delineations. Re-evaluation of H&E-sections with remarkable discrepancies between delineations of the pathologists was performed. The delineations used in the analysis were not adjusted after re-evaluation.
Observation parameters
Volumetric analysis. The volumes of the delineated tumors were determined by multiplying the number of voxels contained within a contour by the size of the voxel. This value was multiplied by 3 mm which is the interval between the sections. Mean volumes and standard deviations were calculated.
Interobserver variation. in order to quantify the variation between the observers, the generalized conformity index (Cigen) was calculated [11] . Cigen is defined as the sum of the common volumes of the various observer pairs divided by the sum of the encompassing volumes of these pairs (observer A&B, A&C, B&C) and is defined for three observers as:
The common volume (CV) is the volume that is part of all individual delineations for one patient. The encompassing volume (EV) is the volume encompassing all individual delineations for one patient. A Cigen of 1.00 indicates perfect overlap (identical delineations, 100% agreement), whereas a Ci of 0.00 indicates no overlap at all. This index is independent of the number of observers or delineated volumes [11] .
Analysis of variation in distance
From the three contours a common and an encompassing contour were derived. For each H&E-section the distance for each point on the common contour to the closest point on the encompassing contour was calculated. The root mean squares (RMs) of these distances were calculated.
Statistical analysis
The correlation between the mean size of the tumor and variation between the delineated volumes for that tumor was analyzed with the spearman's rank correlation test (two-tailed) which was also used to analyze the correlation between delineated tumor volumes and the Cigen. The comparison between the overlap of the various observer pairs was analyzed with related samples Friedman's two-way analyses of variance ranks. The Wilcoxon-signed ranks test was applied for analyzing the distribution of the delineated tumor volumes between observers.
Results
in total 124 of the 279 H&E-sections were delineated by the pathologists resulting in 372 delineations.
in general the agreement between observers appeared high. However, for several H&E-sections considerable variation between delineations was observed (Figure 1 ).
Volumetric analysis and interobserver variation
The mean delineated volume by the three observers was 12.95 cm 3 (sD 0.3, range 3.0-39.8). The variation between the delineated volumes per patient was approximately 2% and was not related to the size of the tumor (rho  -0.32, p  0.37) (Table ii) .
One pathologist (observer A) delineated a larger volume in eight of the 10 cases compared to the other observers (Table ii) . The distribution of the delineated tumor volumes was significantly different between observer A and B (p  0.022) and observer A and C (p  0.007). No difference between observer B and C was observed (p  0.74).
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Tumor site and tumor stage for each patient.
After re-evaluation all the observers agreed that these parts of the cartilage were necrotic as a consequence of tumor invasion. Difficulties to distinguish a lymph node with metastatic disease from the main tumor mass caused larger variation on two H&E-sections. For two cranial sections, small fragments of the tumor were clearly overlooked by two pathologists.
Analysis of variation in distance
Ninety-five percent of the measured distances between the encompassing and the common lines were smaller than 2.0 mm (sD 0.7) and in 90% smaller than 1.4 mm (sD 0.4) ( Table iii) . The 5% of the calculated distances larger than 2.0 mm were mostly found in irregularly shaped tumor areas and in cartilage with tumor invasion (Figure 1 ). The RMs of the distances between the common and the encompassing contours amounted to 1.0 mm.
There was no systematic difference in overlap (CV/EV) between the observer pairs (p  0.42) and no correlation between delineated tumor volumes and Cigen was observed (rho  0.37, p  0.30).
Re-evaluation H&E-sections with discrepant tumor delineations
Ten sections with remarkable discrepancies between pathologists were re-evaluated by all three observers in order to determine if the variation was due to interpretation, if tumor was overlooked and/or if the observers would come to the same conclusion after re-evaluation. The criteria for re-evaluation were: discrepant areas larger than 0.8 cm 2 and if one or more isolated delineated areas which were not delineated by the other observers. From this re-evaluation it was concluded that most discrepancies were based on the interpretation of the extension of cartilage invasion and the in-or exclusion of parts of the necrotic cartilage (Figure 2 ). 
Discussion
To our knowledge this is the first study in which the variance of tumor delineation on H&E-sections by pathologists was investigated. The variation between tumor delineation on H&E-sections by the pathologists was relatively low and histopathology as the gold standard for imaging validation studies was highly reliable. The mean overlap between the delineations (expressed as Cigen) amounted to 0.87. This implies that on average the observers agreed on 87% of the total delineated volume. The distances between the delineations were in 95% of the measured distances smaller than 2 mm. larger distances were found in irregularly shaped tumor areas and in the presence of cartilage invasion. The inclusion or exclusion of cartilage increased variation although after re-evaluation there was consensus about whether or not the cartilage was affected. The variation between the pathologists measured in this study was also caused by several other factors. The thickness of the used pencil (0.7 mm), the delineation style, e.g. the decision to delineate along the outside of the tumor border or along the inside; how precise the observer decided to delineate along the tumor border, and the in-or exclusion of necrotic tissue. increasing accordance in delineation style by clear delineation guidelines would further decrease the variation between pathologists.
For the best case the overlap (Cigen) between the observers was 0.95. The variation of 0.05 was merely caused by the thickness of the pencil and the delineation style. This value may consequently be considered as the maximum overlap value. As this study is unique with regard to its purpose and method we were not able to adequately compare our findings with results from other studies. However, the results of this study can be compared to delineation studies performed on various imaging modalities. in an imaging-validation study [3] performed at our institution, the registration errors between various imaging modalities and histopathology using a threedimensional (3D) registration method, were determined. The calculated registration errors (RMsE CT; 1.5 mm PET; 3.3 mm MRi; 3.0 mm) exceeded the variation between the pathologists determined in this study. Therefore, in a study-setting in which pathology imaging registration is performed, the registration inaccuracy is larger than the variation of the gold standard. Much larger delineation inaccuracies varying from 3.1 to 16.1 mm were reported for delineation of the GTV by various observers delineating on CT images [5] . Rasch et al. [12] calculated the RMs of the standard deviation of distances between delineations of radiation-oncologists and the median surface for tumor delineation for nasopharyngeal carcinoma. This resulted in 4.4 mm on CT and 3.3 mm on CT combined with MRi with an overlap agreement of 36% (CT) and 64% (CT MRi). These values are considerably larger than the values reported in our study. Earlier work performed by our Figure 2 . H&E-stained sections obtained from a laryngectomy-specimen with tumor delineations of the three pathologists. For this specimen the largest distances between delineations were observed due to exclusion of thyroid cartilage by one of the observers. Distances up to 9.9 mm were measured. Distances in mm measured between each point on the common and the encompassing delineation per patient. p90, p95: 90% respectively 95% of the measured distances is smaller than the values shown in the table.
